RC bag for nano, mini or micro RC cars

CARS RADIO BATTERIES ACCESSORIES
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nano RC car
example use

Looking for a bag designed for your nano cars, mini cars or micro
cars, TWheels 100 is THE solution. This bag is specially
developped to store, protect and carry this family of RC cars and all
its accessories. You will be amazed by its pontential uses, its multiple
dedicated pockets and its high quality making level. Included with
this bag, a shoulder strap and a pit stop working carpet.
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on-line store at

www.twintip-rc.com

ORGANIZE, PROTECT AND CARRY
TWINTIP® bags are specially designed and developed for RC models.
They allow you to organize, protect and carry your material and all the accessories through a dedicated bag developed with a
technical, functional and comfortable design.

QUALITY AND DURABILITY
TWINTIP® bags are made with the highest grade of quality for all the materials used during the production process.
Our bags are fully padded wiht high density foam to provide the best protection for your equipment.

(nano settings)

RC car section

Store easily 1, 2 or 3 nano RC cars with the
battery charger into a perfect adjustable and safe
dedicated compartment.

(mini settings)

(micro settings)

Store easily your mini RC
car into an adjustable and
safe dedicated compartment.

Store easily your micro
RC car with the battery
charger into a safe dedicated
compartment.

right pocket

left pocket

You can either store the
pitstop working carpet
included or/and any of
your accessories in this
pocket.

inside pocket

radio section
tools section

Your radio is perfectly
stored and protected into
this dedicated lower fully
padded
compartment.
Most of the radio in the
market can fit in this
compartment.

Keep on hand the essentials
and the most used tools.
The antenna can also be
stored in a dedicated
holster if needed.

RC bag for nano/mini/micro RC cars

Width : 23 cm*
Height : 9 cm*
Depth : 13 cm*
Volume : 6 L
Weight : 0,980 Kg

fabric

sizes

REF 600

The mesh pocket allows
you to store all the batteries
(car, radio). Where as the
inside zip pocket keeps
on hand and safely all the
fragile accessories.

600D polyester
600D rip stop polyester
1680 D polyester
Brushed tricot nylon
210D rip stop polyester

Included with this bag :
- removable comfort
shoulder strap
- pitstop working carpet
(hardware not included).

pitstop carpet
It is up to you with these
flexible pockets, we
suggest as follow : left
flap pocket for the batteries
(R3 format) and right
mesh pocket for the
accessories.

* inner sizes of car compartment

A pitstop working carpet
is included with your bag,
so you get a complete
dedicated area while
using your car with
Twintip RC bags.
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www.twintip-rc.com
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